Abstract A general procedure is developed to implement the xed delay tree search FDTS detector in the multi-dimensional signal space. The procedure systematically nds a required set of hyperplanes that divide the entire space into di erent decision regions. A Boolean mapping function is also analytically determined which generates a nal binary decision from several intermediate binary variables that indicate the position of the observation vector relative to given hyperplanes. The proposed technique is demonstrated on a 1 + D 2 partial response channel driven by the 1,k-coded input.
I. Introduction S IGNAL space detection based on a geometric interpretation of the detection process often leads to an e cient detector structure 1 -4 . The xed delay tree search FDTS detector makes a symbol decision based on + 1 received signal samples and past decisions 5 . Its detection process can be viewed as nding a noiseless signal vector that is closest to the received signal vector in the + 1-dimensional signal space, and identifying the associated decision symbol. This paper discusses a systematic approach t o s u c h signal space detection that can be applied to large . The approach utilizes the Voronoi diagram VOD in partitioning the entire space into appropriate decision regions. The VOD has been applied to general pattern classi cation problems in 6 . Here, we take a similar approach to the speci c FDTS detection problem.
II. The Voronoi Diagram
Give n a n umber of xed signal points in a multi-dimensional space, the VOD forms the same number of nonoverlapping convex regions called the Voronoi regions, each of which de nes a region nearest to a given signal 7 . For a given signal point o r vector Yi and its Voronoi region Vi, the signal points associ- A single hyperplane which bisects a pair of signal points Yi and Yj generates two closed half spaces, denoted by Hij and Hji. Given an observation vector R speci ed in the same space, the linear discriminant function can be de ned as The equalized readback signal available at the input of the FDTS detector is given by
where f k , x k , n k , and y k are the equalized channel impulse response, the binary channel input symbol taken from f1; ,1g, the additive white noise and the noiseless signal sample, respectively. The reference noiseless signal sequences fy k, ; y k, +1 ; : : : ; y k g corresponding to 2 +1 paths in the detection tree need be mapped to signal points in the + 1-dimensional space. However, in order to maintain the same signal constellation from one symbolinterval to next, it is convenient to remove the terms that depend on past symbols from y k ; w e modify the reference signal sequence as follows 8 : y 0 k = f0x k + f1x k,1 + : : : : : : : : : + f x k, y 0 k,1 = f0x k,1 + f1x k,2 + : : : + f ,1xk, . . .
The in uence of past symbols on the observation signal r k should also be removed in a consistent manner; the observation sequence is modi ed as follows: The rst step in the signal space formulation of FDTS is to nd all Voronoi regions associated with a given decision class, say x k, = +1. The union of these Voronoi regions will then de ne the decision region corresponding to x k, = +1, i.e., where the signal indices f1; 2; : : : ; 2 g correspond to the upper half of the tree paths, which are associated with the decision x k, = +1. Equation 2 is utilized in obtaining the last equality. An alternative structure that produces an identical decision can be derived by specifying ,,1, the decision region corresponding to x k, = ,1, instead. The union and intersections in 6 are implemented as logical OR and AND operators, respectively. Each AND operator takes as input the binary variables that indicate the sign of the corresponding hij's see 1.
Given a pair of xed signal vectors Yi and Yj, hij is the output of the FIR lter-like structure apparent from 1.
It now remains to determine all DNs of each Yi, 1 i 2 .
While di erent algorithms can be used for this purpose 7 , we follow a conceptually simple approach discussed in 9 . It can be shown that for a given signal Yi, Yj is not a DN of Yi, i.e., While the decision rule based on 6 yields the results identical to those of the direct FDTS rule, we note that some of the hyperplanes that separate DN pairs belonging to the same decision class may be redundant 11 . To see this, let Yi and Yj be such in-class DNs of each other. Let Bij represent the hyperplane that forms the common face of Vi and Vj. Then, Bij is redundant, as far as the symbol decision is concerned, if the union of two new convex regions formed by dropping Bij still belongs to the same decision region. This condition is satis ed if the boundary forming either of the two new convex regions does not intersect with the boundary that forms Vi Vj. This situation can be seen in Fig. 1 . Assume V1 V2V3 V4 forms the decision region ,+1,,1. It is easy to see that B12B34 is not necessary in forming ,+1,,1. In this case, the basic AND OR logic rule remains the same as in the basic Voronoi partition except that the number of inputs to each of the two AND operators that form Vi and Vj simply is reduced by one. Accordingly, 6 is modi ed by replacing Di with its subset which results from removing all redundant in-class DNs from Di.
The discriminant function hij can be expressed as where the superscript i i s used to denote a speci c path in the detection tree. Rearranging the terms in 10 after factoring out fi's, it can be shown that the total numberof multipliers necessary to implement all necessary discriminant functions is no more than 11 .
IV. Application to the 1,k-coded PR2 Channel
As an example, we consider a 1,k-coded class II partial response PR2 channel, applicable to high-density optical recording 10 . A delay of = 3 is chosen, which leads to a 4-dimensional signal space. This choice of is necessary to ensure that the asymptotic performance of FDTS is the same as that of the maximum likelihood sequence detector MLSD 11 . The channel impulse response is given by ff0; f 1; f 2; f 3g = f1; 2; 1; 0g. Before applying the proposed signal space partitioning, code-violating paths must rst be eliminated. Fig. 2 shows the detection tree for = 3 . The paths that violate the d=1 minimum runlength constraint are indicated by " or n", depending on whether the past decision is +1 or -1, respectively. The paths that violate the d=1 constraint regardless of the previous symbol are marked ". Although not necessary for the = 3 tree, using the previous decision to determine code-violating paths can eliminate the latency problem associated with the feedback cancelation ofx k,4 from r k at the expense of a small hardware increase. The next step is to express each path as a signal vector in the 4-dimensional space. The DNs of each signal vector are then found using the procedures outlined in Section III. Table IA summarizes forx k,4 = ,1. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram implementation of this decision rule. The variables Qi's represent common terms in hij's. The fact that hij = ,hjialso has been used to simplify the block diagram. It should be noted that the subtraction ofx k,4 that takes place early in the computational cycle can be incorporated into the threshold adjustment process i.e., addition of ij's to hij's that happens later in the cycle. Sincex k,4 is xed to be +1 -1 for the upper lower half of the hij's, the entire process can be pipelined to e ectively double the clock rate. The BER simulation results with additive white Gaussian noise are shown in Fig. 4 . The FDTS detectors with = 0 , 3 are compared to the MLSD, which i s implemented via the Viterbi algorithm operating on a 1 + D 2 trellis modi ed to re ect the d=1 constraint.
V. Conclusion
A new systematic method has been proposed to formulate the FDTS detector with arbitrary depth in signal space. The resulting detector architecture is based on the implementation of a set of hyperplanes and a binary mapping function given by t wo respective l a yers of logical AND and OR operators. As an example, the proposed signal space partitioning method has been applied to the 1,k-coded PR2 channel.
